Abstract-Combinatorial interaction testing (CIT) is important because it tests the interactions between the many features and parameters that make up the configuration space of software systems. Simulated Annealing (SA) and Greedy Algorithms have been widely used to find CIT test suites. From the literature, there is a widely-held belief that SA is slower, but produces more effective tests suites than Greedy and that SA cannot scale to higher strength coverage. We evaluated both algorithms on seven real-world subjects for the well-studied two-way up to the rarely-studied six-way interaction strengths. Our findings present evidence to challenge this current orthodoxy: real-world constraints allow SA to achieve higher strengths. Furthermore, there was no evidence that Greedy was less effective (in terms of time to fault revelation) compared to SA; the results for the greedy algorithm are actually slightly superior. However, the results are critically dependent on the approach adopted to constraint handling. Moreover, we have also evaluated a genetic algorithm for constrained CIT test suite generation. This is the first time strengths higher than 3 and constraint handling have been used to evaluate GA. Our results show that GA is competitive only for pairwise testing for subjects with a small number of constraints.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
I N this paper we present the results of an empirical study of practical combinatorial interaction testing (CIT). CIT is increasingly important because of the increasing use of configurations as a basis for the deployment of systems [1] . For example, software product lines, operating systems and development environments are all governed by large configuration parameter and feature spaces, for which combinatorial interaction testing has proved a useful technique for uncovering faults.
Two widely used algorithms for CIT are Simulated Annealing (SA) and Greedy. The previous literature assumes a trade-off between computational cost of finding CIT test suites and the fault revealing power of the test suites sofound when time to run the test suites is considered [2] , [3] , [4] . The 'conventional wisdom' is that Greedy is fast (but its test suites are large and therefore less effective at finding faults quickly). SA, being a meta-heuristic, is generally believed to be slower to compute the test suite, yet it can produce smaller test suites that can find faults faster [4] .
The strength of a CIT test suite refers to the level of interactions it tests. In pairwise (or two-way) CIT, only interactions between pairs of configuration choices are tested.
As might be expected, there is evidence that testing at higher strengths of interaction can reveal faults left uncovered by lower strengths [5] . We investigate interaction strengths up to six-way, because previous work has shown that there is little value to be gained from higher strengths than this [5] .
It is widely believed that SA can only cover the lowest strength (pairwise interaction) in reasonable time; higher strengths, such as those up to five-and six-way feature interactions, have been considered infeasibly expensive, even though they may lead to improved fault revelation [1] , [5] . By contrast, though greedy algorithms can scale to such higher strengths [2] , it is believed that their results are inferior with respect to test suite size (in general the simulated annealing will produce smaller test suites). This raises two important and related questions that we wish to investigate in this paper:
Can we find situations in which meta-heuristic search algorithms such as Simulated Annealing can scale to higher interaction strengths?
and, if we can find such cases, How well does the Greedy approach compare to Simulated Annealing at higher strengths?
Until recently, much of the CIT literature has assumed an unconstrained configuration space [1] . This is a questionable assumption because most real-world CIT applications reside in constrained problem domains: some interactions are simply infeasible due to these constraints [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Any CIT approach that fails to take account of such constraints may produce many test cases that are either unachievable in practice or which yield expensively misleading results (such as false positives).
Another type of constraint, often referred to as a soft constraint [6] may also have a role to play. Soft constraints are combinations of options that a tester believes do not need to be tested together (based either on their knowledge of the test subject and/or by a static analysis). Catering for such constraints will not improve test effectiveness, but it may improve efficiency. Unlike other work, we leverage this type of constraint as well in this paper.
Furthermore, practical testers are not so much concerned with finding test suites as with finding an effective prioritisation of a test suite. That is, the order in which the test cases are applied to the system under test is increasingly important, both in general [10] and for CIT [11] , [12] , [13] . Expecting the tester to simply execute all test cases available is often impractical because it takes too long. It is therefore important that CIT should not merely find a set of test cases, but that it should prioritise them so that faults are revealed earlier in the testing process.
Many different meta-heuristic techniques have been developed for CIT, such as simulated annealing [4] , genetic algorithms [14] , great deluge [15] , tabu search [16] and hill climbing [17] . Greedy variants include the Automatic Efficient Test case Generator (AETG) [3] , the In Parameter Order General (IPOG) algorithm [2] , and the deterministic density algorithm to name a few. Among the state-of-the-art tools are Covering Arrays (CA) by Simulated Annealing (CASA) 1 and Advanced Combinatorial Testing System (ACTS), 2 which uses a greedy algorithm, based on IPOG. Meta-heuristics usually find smaller test suites than a greedy approach, however, the latter is considered to be faster [4] . In this paper we study the Simulated Annealing approach (as implemented in CASA [4] ) and the Greedy approach (as implemented in ACTS [18] ), because these are two widely used approaches, believed to offer a speed-quality tradeoff and their associated tools are relatively mature. In order to conduct a more thorough investigation we have chosen an additional algorithm for CIT test suite generation in the presence of constraints. We selected one that uses a genetic algorithm. For pairwise testing GA has been shown to be comparable in terms of efficacy and efficiency as SA approaches [14] . However, there have been only a few empirical studies that take into account higher-strength CIT [19] (only three-way, in particular) and none that take constraints into account. We reviewed the available tools [19] and chose the one that provides a method for constraint handling and is able to generate test suites of up to 3.
We present results from empirical studies of these three approaches, reporting on the relationship between their achievement of lower and higher interaction strengths, and their ability to find faults for the constrained prioritised interaction problem, both important practical considerations when applying this technique. There has been little previous work on the relationship between constrained interaction problems and fault revelation, and on the problem of ordering test cases for early fault revelation with respect to constrained higher strength interactions. This paper addresses this important gap in the literature. We report on constrained, prioritised, CIT using Simulated Annealing, Greedy and Genetic Algorithms approaches for two-way to six-way interaction strengths applied to multiple versions of seven programs from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [20] . Our results extend the findings of the previous conference version of paper [21] , which considered Simulated Annealing, but neither Greedy nor Genetic Algorithm, for two-way to five-way interaction strengths applied to five of the seven subjects studied here.
The findings of our study provide evidence that challenges some of the assumptions currently prevalent in the CIT literature. Specifically, our primary findings are: 1) We show that higher-strength CIT (even up to sixway interaction strength) is achievable for Simulated Annealing for our real-world subjects, confounding the 'conventional wisdom' that this is infeasible. This apparently surprising result arises because of the role played by constraints in reducing computational effort for simulated annealing. 2) We find that the rate of early fault detection for the greedy algorithm (using 'forbidden tuples' constraint handling where needed for scalability) did not appear to be inferior to that observed for simulated annealing, confounding the belief that there is a tradeoff between the two approaches. We also establish the following that will aid CIT testers: 1) We show that separate consideration of single-and multi-valued parameters leads to significant runtime improvements for prioritisation and interaction coverage for all three approaches. 2) We show the higher strength CIT is necessary to achieve better fault revelation in prioritised CIT; our empirical study reveals that higher strength CIT reveals more faults than lower strengths. This means that for comprehensive testing, higher strength interaction suites are both desirable (and also feasible, even for Simulated Annealing). 3) We find that lower strength CIT naturally achieves some degree of 'collateral' higher strength coverage, and that it also performs no worse in terms of early fault revelation. This means that we can use lower strength prioritisation as a cheap way to find the first fault. 4) We find that the approach to constraint handling has a pivotal effect on the scalability of the greedy algorithm. Performance can be dramatically improved by using the enumeration of all tuples forbidden by the constraints in place of the default constraint handler. For two subjects studied (GREP and SED), this substitution for the default constraint handler, reduced the execution time from over 8 hours to a mere 8 seconds. 5) We find that the Genetic Algorithm does not scale to higher-strength constrained CIT in terms of execution time, unlike SA and Greedy approaches. Perhaps further development of such global search techniques may further address this issue. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We first present Background on combinatorial interaction testing. 
BACKGROUND
In this section we present literature on combinatorial testing as well as notation used throughout the paper.
Related Work
Combinatorial interaction testing has been used successfully as a system level test method [3] , [5] , [13] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] . CIT combines all t-combinations of parameter inputs or configuration options in a systematic way so that we know we have tested a measured subset of input (or configuration) space. Research has shown that we can achieve high fault detection rates given a small set of test cases [3] , [5] , [13] , [25] .
Integration of constraint handling into a CIT tool is a non-trivial task. Each constraint can potentially introduce a large number of invalid configurations. Consider, for example, a constraint that disallows two parameters to take particular values. Any extension of such a disallowed tuple to other parameters will yield an invalid configuration. Furthermore, combinations of constraints may produce other ones which are not explicitly specified. Grindal et al. [27] evaluated seven constraint handling methods for test case selection. Bryce and Colbourn proposed [6] to avoid disallowed tuples, however, implicit constraints can cause invalid test cases to still be generated. Kuhn et al. [18] implemented a forbidden tuples method in their greedybased ACTS tool [18] , where they derive disallowed interactions from the constraints and use these as a validity check for each test case generated. The tool also allows the user to choose a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) solver to handle constraints. This type of solver has first been used for covering array generation by Hnich et al. [9] . In 2007 a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver has been introduced to handle constraints in a greedy [18] as well as an SA-based algorithm [7] . However, only in 2011 improvements introduced by Garvin et al. [4] allowed for efficient constraint handling in an SA-based algorithm for covering array generation.
Many of the current research directions into this technique examine specialised problems such as the addition of constraints between parameter values [6] , [7] , [24] , [27] , [28] , or re-ordering (prioritising) test suites to improve early coverage [12] , [13] , [23] , [24] , [29] . Other work has studied the impact of testing at increasing higher strengths (t > 2) [18] , [30] .
In a recent survey by Nie and Leung [1] CIT research is categorised by a taxonomy to show the areas of study. We have extracted data from this table for three columns, fault detection, constraints and prioritisation. We show this in Table 1 and add a reference to one of the papers from that survey (the survey may include more than one paper per name).
At first glance it might appear from Table 1 that there has been broad coverage of these topics in previous work. However, this is deceptive since most of these CIT aspects are studied in isolation. There are no previous studies that cross the boundaries of prioritisation, constraints and fault detection.
Preliminaries
In this section we will give a quick overview of the notation used throughout the paper. In particular, a Covering Array is usually represented as follows [33] :
where N is the size of the array, t is its strength, sum of 16 . Additionally, suppose that we have the following constraints: first, only the first value for the first parameter can be ever combined with values for the other parameters, and second, the last value for the second parameter can never be combined with values for all the other parameters. Introducing such constraints reduces the size of the test suite even further to eight test cases. The importance of constraints is evident even in this small example. 3 We differentiate between two types of constraints in this work: hard and soft, terms first proposed by Bryce and Colbourn [6] . Hard constraints exclude dependencies that happen between parameter values. For instance, if turning on 8-bit arithmetic means that we cannot use a division function, then these cannot be tested together. Much of the work on constraints has focused on this type of constraints. Since the challenge is to construct test suites that are guaranteed to avoid these combinations, we cannot have them in our test suites.
Soft constraints, on the other hand, have not, hitherto, received as much attention [6] , [7] , [8] . These constraints are combinations of parameters that we do not need to test together (a tester has decided that combining these parameter values is not needed, but the test will still run if this combination exists).
An example of such a parameter might be combining the string match function in an empty file. While this might be excluded because the tester believes it is unlikely to find a fault, the test case containing this pair still runs.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In real-world situations, it is often not feasible to test combinations of the input parameters exhaustively. In these situations, combinatorial interaction testing can help reduce the size of the test suite. Constraints may rule out certain combinations of value-parameters, thereby reducing the size of the test suite even further. The extent of this reduction by constraints motivates our first research question:
What is the impact of constraints on the sizes of the models of covering arrays used for CIT?
Most of the literature and practical applications focus on pairwise, and sometimes three-way, interaction coverage. Partially this is due to time inefficiency of the tools available. Kuhn et al. stated in 2008 that "only a handful of tools can generate more complex combinations, such as threeway, four-way, or more (..). The few tools that do generate tests with interaction strengths higher than two-way may require several days to generate tests (..) because the generation process is mathematically complex" [18] . However, recent work in this area shows a promising progress towards higher strength interaction coverage [2] , [4] , [18] . We want to know how difficult it is to generate test suites that achieve higher-strength interaction coverage when using a state-of-the-art CA generation tool, and the role played by constraints. Thus we ask:
RQ2: How efficient is the generation of higher-strength constrained and unconstrained covering arrays using state-of-the-art tools?
Though the majority of our study is concerned with constrained CIT problems, for which we study the characteristics of both algorithms, we know that the greedy algorithm can potentially scale to handle unconstrained problems, unlike the simulated annealing or genetic algorithm approach. Therefore, we compare the greedy algorithm's execution times on constrained and unconstrained problems (by simply dropping the constraints from our subjects to yield unconstrained versions). This allows us to partially assess the impact of constraints on scalability.
Greedy [2] , [3] , [18] and meta-heuristic search [4] are the two most frequently used approaches for covering array generation [4] . Both involve a certain degree of randomness. For instance, simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, meta-heuristic search techniques, randomly select a transformation, apply it, and compare the new solution to the previous one to determine which should be retained. Greedy algorithms are less random, yet they nevertheless make random choices to break ties. This motivates our next research question:
What is the variance of the sizes of CAs across multiple runs of a CA generation algorithm?
Prioritising test cases according to how many pairs of parameter-value combinations are already covered (i.e., pairwise coverage) has been found to be successful at finding faults quickly [29] . A question arises: "what happens when we prioritise according to a higher-strength coverage criterion?". Note that any t-way interaction also covers some ðt À iÞ-way interactions. Thus we want to investigate the relationships between the different types of interaction coverage:
RQ4: What is the coverage rate of k interactions when prioritising by t-way coverage? -What is the coverage rate of pairwise interactions when prioritising by higher-strength coverage? -What is the coverage rate of t-way interactions when prioritising by lower-strength coverage?
In other words, we want to know what is the collateral coverage of k interactions when prioritising by t-way coverage? Testers often do not have enough time or resources to execute all test cases from the given test suite, which is why test case prioritisation (TCP) techniques are important [10] . The objective of TCP is to order tests in such a way that maximises the early detection of faults. This motivates our next research question:
RQ5: How effective are the prioritised test suites at detecting faults early? -Which strength finds all known faults first? -Which strength provides the fastest rate of fault detection? -Does prioritising by pairwise interactions lead to faster fault detection rates than when prioritising by higher-strength interactions? -Is there a 'best' combination when time constraints are considered, for example, creating four-way constrained covering arrays and prioritising by pairwise coverage?
Finally, we would like to know, given the range of approaches available for CIT test suites generation, which is the best one. Our main aim, thus, is to answer the following question:
Which approach should be chosen when generating CIT test suites under constraints?
By answering these research questions, we aim to help the developers and users of CIT tools in their decisions about whether to adopt higher strength CIT.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to answer the questions posed above, we conducted the experiments presented in this section.
Constrained Testing Models
We have used five C subject programs: FLEX, MAKE, GREP, SED and GZIP, as well as two Java programs: NANOXML and SIENA. Their sizes in Uncommented Lines of Code, measured with cloc 4 are presented in Table 2 . These are obtained from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository [20] . 4 . http://cloc.sourceforge.net
We chose these C subjects in order to compare our results against the ones obtained previously in the literature (for example, in the work of Qu et al. and Qu and Cohen [13] , [30] ). Moreover, these five C subjects come with test plans described in the Test Suite Specification Language (TSL) [34] . In this previous work, the modified versions of the subjects were used that did not contain constraints in the input models. NANOXML and SIENA were also chosen to include a subject that was written in another programming language. 5 This set of seven subjects includes all those presently available in the SIR repository for which fault matrices and TSL specifications are available.
We use the TSL description to extract the relevant parameters and values and constraints. In the case of NANOXML the code was divided into several TSL files. We chose the largest one for our experiments. 6 Since TSL is created by a tester, it includes knowledge of the system that combines both hard and soft constraints. TSL contains some single-valued parameters labeled as either error or single. These are parameters that should be tested alone. We utilize the existence of these single-valued parameters in our experiments. An example is turning on the "help" feature. While this is a hard constraint, turning "statistics" on and off in FLEX would be considered a soft constraint. The test developer has decided that this feature is unlikely to interact with others. We use the constraints from these TSL files without modification for our experiments to mimic what a real user would do (SIR was developed with this goal in mind).
This approach to evaluation also removes bias that from our decision making about which constraints to retain or remove. For the generation of Covering Arrays, we have only considered parameters having at least two possible values. 7 This was to decrease the computation effort of the CA generation tool we used.
We encoded all of the constraints as hard constraints so that they do not appear in our test suite with the aim of reducing the combinatorial space. In the resultant test suite, all single-valued parameters (i.e., parameters that contained only one value that could be combined with other parameters) were simply added to each of the test cases for completion.
CA Generation
We use CASA, ACTS and a genetic algorithm provided by Shiba et al. [14] , which we call GAcit, for the generation of Covering Arrays. CASA is one of the few freely available CA generation tools that can handle logical constraints explicitly specified by the user. It is based on simulated annealing and is known to generate smaller covering arrays than the greedy algorithms for constrained CIT models [4] .
Another reason to use CASA is to avoid one potential source of experimental bias. Most of the tools that are based on a greedy algorithm also perform prioritisation during the process of generating the covering array. This occurs because the greedy algorithm always chooses the test case that contains the largest number of uncovered t-tuples. However, since our research questions include investigation of the impact of reduced test suites on the fault detection rate as well as the impact of various prioritisation criteria, we use simulated-annealing, an algorithm that does not implicitly perform prioritisation during its selection phase.
Since greedy approaches are also popular and are considered to be faster than SA-based methods for CA generation, we use the ACTS tool as well for comparison. We also use GAcit to show an alternative method, that has only been proposed for CIT in the last few years.
CA Prioritisation
After generating t-way covering arrays, we prioritise each of these according to multiple t-way prioritisation criteria (for 2 t 6). There are standard prioritisation algorithms in the literature: Bryce and Memon [31] , and Manchester et al. [35] , for example. 8 For our experiments, we use a variation of the algorithm by Bryce and Memon [31] . We note that this differs from the code-coverage weighted prioritization of Qu et al. [13] . The original algorithm iterates through test cases and retains the one test case that covers the largest number of currently uncovered t-tuples. We also differentiate this from prioritisation during construction (or regeneration) which was used by Qu et al. [24] . In that work new test suites are generated each time.
Note that, in the original algorithm, despite ties being broken at random, the test cases later in the suite have a higher chance of getting picked. Consider the case when all 5 . At the time of subject selection, NANOXML was the only Java program that contained TSL specifications as well as respective fault matrices in SIR. SIENA was missing fault matrices which were generated for the purposes of this paper.
6. Exhaustive test suites for all other TSL files contained up to 14 tests each. Thus we only concentrated on generating CIT test suites for the largest TSL file.
7. We note here that some values were immediately prohibited by the constraints. For example, if an 'error' constraint is found, there is no need for checking it's interaction with values for all the other parameters.
8. Note that the two algorithms differ only at the pre-processing stage.
n tests cover the same amount of uncovered t-tuples. The first test will be picked for the current maximum first. However, the probability of it being actually picked as the next test case in our prioritised test suite is 0:5 n , since at each tie breaking point it has to win over the next test case. Hence, we gather all test cases whose count of currently uncovered t-tuples is maximal (lines 18-19 in Algorithm 1), and then pick one at random (line 22). Thus each will be picked with probability 1=n. In order to implement these modifications we add an array, holding all the test suites which cover the same amount of uncovered t-way interactions (line 9). Furthermore, we keep a Boolean mapping from test cases to t-tuples to mark those currently uncovered t-tuples contained by a given test case. We also record the total number of currently uncovered t-tuples contained by a given test case (lines 7, 13). These mappings were updated whenever a new test case was marked as used in order to avoid constantly re-calculating the number of uncovered t-tuples for each test case. The pseudocode for the algorithm used is presented in Algorithm 1. 
Interaction Coverage Metric
To calculate the t-way interaction coverage of a given test suite we use Algorithm 2. We noticed that all of our subjects contain single-valued parameters. Sometimes there are many such single-valued parameters, for example, 69 percent of all the parameters in the case of FLEX. Therefore, we consider these separately. To generate covering arrays, we first exclude single-valued parameters from the models. Once an array is generated, we extend each test case with single-valued parameters for completeness. In order to calculate interaction coverage rates efficiently we use CAs output by our tools (i.e., without single-valued parameters).
Each test case is evaluated in turn (line 7 in Algorithm 2). For each t-way tuple in the test case, if it's not already covered (line 9), we update the tuple count of covered tuples of length t (line 11). Next, we extend the tuple count of tuples of length t þ 1 and above by considering single-valued parameters (line 13). Finally, to calculate the total number of valid t-way interactions that should occur in the final test suite we use the following combinatorial identity (called Vandermonde's identity):
where m and n are the numbers of single-and multi-valued parameters respectively and t is the interaction strength (line 22). To compare how quickly each prioritised test suite achieves the interaction coverage of a specific strength, we define an Average Percentage of Covering-array Coverage (APCC) metric following the Average Percentage of Fault Detection (APFD) metric [36] . Given m interactions to cover and n test cases, let I i be the index of the first test case that covers the interaction I. APCC is defined as follows:
APCC measures the area under curve for the plot of increasing interaction coverage for a prioritised test suite. Fig. 1 illustrates the metric using the test suite generated for MAKE. It takes 14 test cases (i.e., 100 percent of test cases of the three-way test suite presented) to achieve 100 percent coverage for three-way interaction coverage. The test suite achieves 100 percent coverage for both three-way and pairwise interaction coverage.
Fault Detection
We measure the fault detection capability of each prioritised test suite. We gather all available software versions of the seven subjects from SIR with seeded faults provided as part of SIR. In order to avoid experimenter bias and ensure repeatability we only used the faults provided with each of the subject tested in SIR. In our study we concentrate on faults, which are detected by full TSL suites and are not triggered by single or error value assignments (marked as such in TSL suites; these need not be tested with any other parameters). Numbers of faults studied for each subject are presented in Table 3 . For each of the test suites we gathered the number of faults detected by every i tests. We note that these faults were hand-seeded and do not necessarily represent interaction faults. However, in prior research, these have been shown to be sensitive to the strength of CIT [13] , [30] .
RESULTS
This section presents the results of all the experiments conducted and answers the research questions. We address the first three questions in the next section.
CA Generation Under Constraints
For FLEX, MAKE and GREP modified TSL descriptions were used by Qu et al. and Qu and Cohen [13] , [30] in order to create unconstrained models. We note here that some parameter values were omitted, while some others were combined. The reason for these modifications was to "obtain exhaustive suites that retain close to the original fault detection ability" [13] . Qu et al. also note that "in a real test environment an unconstrained TSL would most likely be prohibitive in size and would not be used" [13] . The sizes of the covering arrays generated for these modified files are presented in Table 4 . For FLEX and GREP, the numbers for t ¼ 4 and t ¼ 5 were not provided, most probably due to time restrictions of the CA generator used.
Efficiency
The constrained CIT models we use are generated directly from TSL descriptions from SIR and exclude the single-valued parameters. We ran the CASA, ACTS and GAcit tools 20 times on each model on a MacBook Air laptop with an Intel Core i7 processor, running at 1.7 GHz with 8 GB of RAM. Figs. 2 and 3 present the runtime information of generated Covering Arrays. Time limit of 3 hours was set. Note that the runtime variations are much smaller in the case of the ACTS tool. Similarly, almost no variation was recorded for GAcit.
In the case of the genetic algorithm used, with exception of GREP, all pairwise runs where achieved within 3 seconds each. Three-way and higher-strength suites were not generated within 3 hours. Moreover, for SED GAcit was not able to provide a pairwise test suite within 3 hours, while each pairwise test suite generation run for GREP took just under 8,000 seconds.
For both CASA and ACTS most runs took fewer than 20 minutes, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . 9 If a different setting than the default one was used to generate a CA, then these runs are marked with * or ** in the boxplots. For the threeway criterion of GREP and SED, CASA was terminated after 3 hours: subsequently, we ran CASA again, with the 'known size' parameter set to the best result obtained within 3 hours in these two cases. In case of SED and six-way criterion, CASA run into out-of-memory error without producing an initial array. ACTS has not produced a result for SED and GREP and six-way criterion within the 3 hour time limit, thus we changed the default settings to get the covering arrays.
We changed the constraint handling method to 'forbidden tuples' and obtained the arrays within 8 seconds each. Such fast runtimes are quite surprising, since this constraint handling method enumerates all forbidden combinations. (Similar method is used in GAcit). The number of 9. In case of FLEX and six-way criterion one run exceeded the 3 hour limit, thus we excluded it from the boxplot. disallowed interactions increases with the number of constraints, making enumeration effort more time consuming and more difficult due to interactions between the constraints. ACTS uses a solver for Constraint Satisfaction Problems as its default for constraint handling. However, the experiments presented in this paper show that this might not be the most efficient method.
Efficacy
The sizes of the smallest constrained CAs we generated using CASA, ACTS and GAcit are presented in Tables 5 and 6 . In the case of GREP and SED for t ! 4, only the numbers of unique rows are reported in Table 5 . Sizes denoted with * and ** were not obtained using default tool settings. The tables also include the number of tests in the original exhaustive TSL test suite from SIR. Tables 4 and 5 provide an answer to RQ1: constraints can reduce the size of CIT models significantly.
Each test suite among the 20 runs of ACTS had the same size with no variation in test cases. Thus, in contrast to CASA and GAcit (for which maximum size variation was 4), ACTS produces deterministic results. However, ACTS test suite sizes are in almost all cases bigger than in the case of CASA and GAcit, as shown in Table 5 . Minimal results from CASA are shown in Table 5 , while size variations in Fig. 4 . Note that the ACTS tool produced a smaller test suite for GREP and four-way coverage. Since in that case CASA actually produced duplicate test cases (which were later removed), we suspect that an SA algorithm that prevents duplicates would have produced a test suite at least as small as the one generated by ACTS.
Furthermore, minimal test suites in Table 5 differ from the ones presented in our earlier work [21] , which poses the question: how many times should CASA be run to obtain the smallest test suite or one whose size is small enough?
We present the CIT models for the original TSL files from SIR with all the constraints and parameter order ignored in Table 7 .
Results presented in this section provide strong evidence that constraints play an important part in the efficiency of covering array generation. At the modelling stage, constraints allow for certain values to be excluded from CIT because, for instance, these correspond to error states or cases that do not require further interaction (e.g. printing the 'help' message).
Test Suite Reduction
Excluding single-valued parameters allows further model reduction without compromising the test suite. These can be added to each row of the CA generated in the post-processing stage, relieving the tool of the need to consider tuples involving such single-valued parameters. This in turn improves CIT test suite generation efficiency. In case of the constrained model for FLEX, for instance, 20 out of 29 parameters are single-valued. There are almost 39 thousand six-way combinations between just the 20 parameters, not to mention six-way tuples that involve also the other nine parameters. Even though these are already covered by the first test case generated, a CIT tool would still count these tuples to establish coverage. We used the ACTS tool to generate a six-way interaction test suite for two FLEX models: one that contained the single-valued parameters and one that didn't. Exclusion of single-valued parameters led to five times speedup. Moreover, the number of tuples covered in the resultant test suites dropped from over 2.5 million to just under eight thousand. Therefore, it is important for CIT testers to consider singleand multi-valued parameters separately in the input model.
The significance of these reductions can be seen in Table 5 . The number of test cases generated decreases significantly when compared to the full TSL suite. In the case of MAKE, for instance, five-way coverage is achieved with only 64 tests (using CASA), while the exhaustive test suite contains 793 test cases.
Other Considerations
With regards to the generation effort of CASA, in some cases the variation between runtimes has been significant. This may stem from the different seeds used for the stochastic simulated annealing. At each run, the algorithm starts with a randomly generated solution, which might be either very close to or very far from the actual solution. CASA determines the size of CAs in a stochastic way: it is possible that it gets 'stuck' and works harder on some problems because of a bad starting point. We also note that the biggest runtime variation occurred in the case of MAKE and FLEX (see Fig. 2 ), which have one of the least constrained CIT models. In fact, there is only one constraint between two (or more) parameters in the TSL model for MAKE. CASA was engineered to work well on constrained CIT models, which might explain this behaviour.
It is also worth noting that in cases where CASA times out it is possible to restart the solver with fixed test suite size. This is not possible for ACTS. Thus even though the latter might generally be faster, when given restrictive time constraints an SA-algorithm might still be a better choice. However, ACTS did not generate a test suite for GREP and SED for interaction strength 6 within 3 hours. On the other hand, CASA failed to produce an initial six-way interaction test suite for SED due to an out-of-memory error.
With regards to the generation effort of GAcit, even though it produces comparable sizes to CASA, its the least efficient of the tools used. Given that GREP and SED CIT Best results are marked in bold. 'Denotes sizes after duplicates were removed. *Denotes CAs obtained by first running CASA for 3 hours and then taking the best result as input for the next run. Err denotes out-of-memory error. CAs marked with** were obtained by using the 'forbidden tuples' setting of ACTS for constraint handing. -denotes runs of GAcit which did not produce a valid CA within 3 hours. models contain the largest number of constraints, we might conclude that current GA-based tools have an inefficient way of dealing with constrained CIT. Moreover, generalising to higher-strength also leaves room for improvement.
In conclusion, the state-of-the-art CA generation tools can cope with higher strength CA generation under constraints (RQ2). The sizes of generated test suites by ACTS are comparable with CASA producing the best results for strengths five and six for five out of seven subjects studied. Unlike execution time, we observe little variance in CA sizes between the different runs of CASA (Fig. 4) , providing an answer to RQ3. Furthermore, genetic algorithm's performance is far worse than the two more popular techniques, though competitive for pairwise in five cases. These observations provide supporting evidence for the best practice, which is to perform a few runs of an SA-based tool with predetermined timeout and then to select the smallest CA generated. If one is using Greedy approach, then one run is enough, however suite size is often bigger than that produced with SA.
Prioritisation and Interaction Coverage
This section addresses RQ4. Following the best practice outlined in Section 5.1, we chose 34 smallest Covering Arrays, out of the CAs we generated using CASA, 10 and 35 Covering Arrays, generated using ACTS, and six Covering Arrays, generated using GAcit 11 for the seven subjects (FLEX, MAKE, GREP, SED, GZIP, NANOXML and SIENA) and for t-way interaction coverage criteria (2 t 6). Note that these only contain multi-value parameters (single-valued parameters having been removed). Subsequently, we ordered each of these according to pairwise, three-way, four-way, five-way and six-way coverage using the greedy algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. This produces 375 CAs. Excluding single-valued parameters also allows significant speed-up for prioritisation. For example, 20 out of 29 parameters for FLEX are single-valued. We report, in Table 8 , the runtimes of Algorithm 1 for CIT models of FLEX with and without the single-valued parameters.
Prioritising the same CA according to interaction coverage for different strengths produces significantly different permutations of test cases. Table 9 shows the permutations of the pairwise CA (generated using CASA) of MAKE according to different strength criteria. Tables 10, 11 and 12 report the interaction coverage achieved by each of the 75 unprioritised CAs. For each CA generated for t-way strength, we measure the interaction coverage for t 0 -way strength (2 t 0 6). A t-way strength CA, by definition, achieves 100 percent interaction coverage for strengths lower than t (therefore we omit these criteria from Tables 10, 11 and 12). Best results are marked in bold. 'denotes sizes after duplicates were removed. *Denotes CAs obtained by first running CASA for 3 hours and then taking the best result as input for the next run. Err denotes out-of-memory error. CAs marked with** were obtained by using the 'forbidden tuples' setting of ACTS for constraint handing. -Denotes runs of GAcit which did not produce a valid CA within 3 hours.
10. Since CASA did not produce a result when applied to SED and six-way criterion due to an out-of-memory error.
11. For SED GAcit was not able to provide a pairwise test suite within the 3 hour time limit.
For all subject programs but SIENA, pairwise CAs achieve at least 59 percent collateral five-way interaction coverage and at least 47 percent collateral six-way interaction coverage. This provides an answer to the top level RQ4. Note that, for our coverage calculation, single-valued parameters need to be added back to the CAs in order to produce complete test suites. Interestingly, the lowest rates of coverage for pairwise CAs occurred for MAKE, and GREP and SIENA, which are the least and two of the most constrained subjects, respectively.
To answer the subquestions of RQ4 on prioritisation, we prioritised each of the 75 CAs according to five different prioritisation criteria (two-, three-, four-, five-and six-way interaction coverage), resulting in 375 prioritised CAs. The results 12 from the prioritisation are aggregated using APCC (defined in Section 4.4) in Tables 13, 14 and 15. The variation in APCC between the different strengths of prioritisation criteria is observed to have little effect. It caused up to 6:82 percent variation. Strength of covering arrays has no impact on this variation. Thus no prioritisation criterion is clearly better than another. Furthermore, the choice of CA generation tool had little influence on the APCC values. Since CASA produces smaller test suites, one might argue that t-way interactions should be covered more quickly. However, this is not always the case. Covering arrays generated by ACTS achieved up to 8.34 percent faster coverage (in the case of MAKE and three-way generation criterion: 52.72 percent versus 61.06 percent), while CASA achieved up to 3.18 percent faster coverage than ACTS (in the case of NANOXML and pairwise generation criterion: 64.64 percent versus 61.46 percent), as shown in Tables 13 and 14 . In 590 cases CAs generated using ACTS produced higher APCC values, while CAs generated using CASA produced higher APCC values in 231 cases. Moreover, since higher-strength covering arrays contain more test cases, they cover more t-way interactions for larger t, as shown in Fig. 5 .
This provides answers to the two subquestions in RQ4: it seems that there is no clear advantage to be gained by prioritising by interactions of higher/lower strength. Note that whenever the next test case adds a new three-way interaction to the test suite, it does not necessarily mean that a new pairwise interaction has been added.
However, whenever a new two-way interaction is added, then automatically new three-way, four-way, five-way and six-way interactions are covered. Therefore, in terms of interaction coverage, prioritising by the lowest strength (the pairwise interaction criterion) will often prove to be sufficient, as our results confirm. However, a further question arises as to whether the same observation will hold for fault detection rates. This is the question to which we turn in the next section.
Fault Detection
This section addresses RQ5. Tables 16, 17 and 18 present the percentage of detected faults after 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of each test suite is executed, aggregated over all versions of subject programs. With FLEX, GREP, SED and NANOXML, CAs with higher generation strength do detect more faults when executed in their entirety. In all cases, the number of faults detected by test cases assigning values to at least two parameters was found to be identical in the case of t-way covering arrays and full TSL test suites provided in SIR.
Thus, we achieve the same fault detection by using a smaller number of tests. For FLEX, this was achieved with four-way covering arrays (obtained with ACTS), for MAKE, Furthermore, all prioritisation strategies achieved similar fault detection rates. In 85.29 percent (90 percent for Java subjects only) of cases in Table 16 and 77.14 percent (75 percent for Java subjects only) of cases in Table 17 , covering arrays ordered by pairwise criterion achieve best fault detection rates in comparison to higher-strength prioritisation criteria. Overall, the five-way criterion is the best producing best results in 85.29 percent of cases for covering arrays generated using CASA and in 85.71 percent of cases for covering arrays generated using ACTS. However, all prioritisation strategies produce best fault detection rates in at least 77.14 percent of cases presented in Tables 16 and 17 .
Partially answering RQ5, we have found no clear consistency between the different prioritisation strategies. This might be partially due to the small number of faults available (up to 16 involving multi-valued parameters). However, pairwise coverage scaled well in comparison to higher-strength coverage prioritisation criteria.
Since higher strength CAs contain a larger number of test cases, comparing fault detection rates against percentages of test suite executed is not fair for lower strength covering arrays. To address this issue, Tables 19, 20 and 21 present the fault detection rate information against actual numbers of test cases executed, allowing direct comparison over all CAs: the tables show the percentage of detected faults after multiples of 10 test case executions (CAs smaller than the given number of executions are marked with -).
In 58.71 percent (56.10 percent for Java subjects only) of cases, CAs generated by CASA and ordered by the pairwise criterion achieve best fault detection rates. For CAs generated by ACTS, the pairwise strategy is the best, achieving best fault detection rates in 68.05 percent (72.09 percent for Java subjects only) cases. The six-way prioritisation criterion is slightly better for CAs generated using CASA, producing best fault detection rates in 72.90 percent of cases. However, all prioritisation strategies produce best fault detection rates in at least 58.06 percent of cases.
Moreover, pairwise CAs are no worse at early fault detection than higher-strength CAs. In 43 percent of cases presented in Tables 19 and 20 , at least one pairwise ordered CA produces the best fault detection rate among all covering arrays for a given subject.
These results provide a mixed response to the remainder of RQ5: there is no dominant prioritisation criterion with respect to fault detection rate after a specific number of test executions; lower strength CAs produce fault detection rates comparable to those of higher strengths.
This suggests the following recommendation for best practice in prioritised combinatorial interaction testing: given sufficient time and resources for testing, higher strength CAs under constraints are feasible and detect more faults. However, with limited time, lower strength CAs still provide a reasonable fault detection rate.
When comparing CASA and ACTS covering array generation tools, there is no clear winner. GAcit achieves similar results. Analysing data in Tables 16 and 17 shows that, in 121 cases, CAs generated by CASA produce higher fault detection rates than CAs generated by ACTS, while in 129 cases the opposite is true. Test suites generated by CASA are sometimes better in terms of fault detection than the ones generated by ACTS, as is in the case of pairwise and three-way test suites for FLEX, where ACTS-generated test suites cover 92 and 96 percent of six-way interactions, while CASA-generated test suites cover 94 and 98 percent six-way interactions, respectively. However, for example, ACTS's four-way test suites for FLEX detect more faults than CASA-100 percent versus 96 percent (see Tables 16 and  17) . Furthermore, previously generated minimal test suites for FLEX, shown in our previous work [21] , cover more faults. Hence, two question arise: how many times should CASA be run? and which test suites should be chosen to increase the probability of high fault detection rates?
Greedy Scalability on Unconstrained Problems
In this section we address RQ2 for unconstrained CIT. Table 22 presents the results that compare the executions times for the greedy algorithm on constrained and unconstrained CIT. As we can see, the worst case execution time is for six-way interaction testing of GZIP, for which the execution time is about 8 minutes (486.390 seconds in Table 22 ). Though this is considerably slower than the timings for constrained problems (all of which terminated in under one second), it is by no means infeasible. Moreover, runtimes for unconstrained and constrained CIT models for SIENA, in contrast to other subjects, are comparable. We note that size reduction (in terms of the number of parameters) due to constraints for this subject is the lowest, as shown in Table 7 .
The 'forbidden tuples' constraint handling option turned out to be efficient, suggesting that majority of time spent by ACTS on constrained CIT problems was devoted to constraint satisfaction. Therefore, it is not surprising that ACTS remains as reasonably scalable on unconstrained problems as it is on constrained problems (by suitable deployment of the 'forbidden tuples' constraint handling procedure). Table 22 also reveals the considerable influence of the constraints on the overall CIT test process. While the greedy algorithm is feasible for unconstrained problems, it produces between one and three orders of magnitude more test cases for unconstrained CIT problems. This further underscores the importance of constraints, suggesting that future work on CIT should explore ways of increasing the amount of constraint information available to the CIT algorithm. One way to do this would be through the exploration of soft constraints, which have hitherto been less widely studied in the CIT literature.
Greedy vs SA vs GA
Overall, we observed little difference between test suites generated by CASA and ACTS in terms of efficiency, t-way coverage and fault detection rates. GAcit was significantly worse than the other two approaches. Greedily generated test suites are usually bigger (and generated in a shorter amount of time) than those generated by both CASA and GAcit. Therefore, they cover more t-way interactions. However, they do not always discover faults as quickly as CASA does when the test suite is prioritised.
FUTURE WORK
Since SA and Greedy algorithms produce good, small test suites, a question arises: which test suites are the best in terms of coverage and fault detection rates? Moreover, is there a way of making an SA-based CIT tool produce deterministic results? Determinism is important in the industry. For example, one might want to extend an existing test suite to cover all t-way interactions when a new component is added to the system. Seeding can be used and a test suite built around the existing tests, or incremental approaches may be in order [37] .
Moreover, further investigation has shown that the efficiency of the tools used highly relies on constraint handling. Constraint handling in ACTS is much faster on our subjects when the 'forbidden tuples' constraint handling technique is used (that is a list of interactions that cannot occur together is generated). The default method, that is, using a CSP solver (a constraint solver for Constraint Satisfaction Problems, specialising in various types of constraints) provides substantial overhead. For GREP result for six-way was not generated within several hours, but it was generated within seconds when 'forbidden tuples' method was used. It is unclear if there are certain parameter sizes of software systems where this result will differ. Subjects with high number of constraints also significantly decreased efficiency of the Greedy approach.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
We tested the scalability of CIT techniques for test case generation in the presence of constraints. To test two of the most popular techniques, one based on simulated-annealing and another using a greedy approach, we used two state-of-theart CIT tools. Our results might thus depend on the implementation of the algorithms within these two tools, however given that these are considered state-of-the-art we believe that they are representative of their respective algorithms. As for the GA, since they have not been used as much in the literature, there is a risk that our results for GAcit have more dependence on the specific implementation.
As our results indicated, the choice of constraint handling method adopted has a dramatic impact on the performance of the greedy approach. Thus direct comparison of SA and greedy in presence of constraints is clearly dependent on the constraint solving method used.
The CASA approach is stochastic in nature, since it uses simulated annealing. Therefore, its results can vary from one execution to the next. Same is true for GAcit. Since Greedy is deterministic, there is no value to be gained from an inferential statistical analysis (the Greedy results are not drawn from a population). However, in order to cater for this potential threat to validity, we reported runtimes over 20 runs of CASA, ACTS and GAcit.
All of the programs we used in this study are relatively small with respect to the number of parameters. Moreover, there is little diversity in their type, four of them are text manipulation utilities.
But we have used real programs from a well-studied subject repository and believe that this represents a realistic use of CIT.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated greedy, simulated annealing and genetic algorithm approaches to the constrained, prioritised, interaction testing problem, presenting results for their application to multiple versions of seven subjects using interaction strengths from two-way (pairwise) to sixway interactions. Our results hold for both C and Java programs used.
Our findings challenge the conventional wisdom that higher strength interaction testing is infeasible for simulated annealing; we were able to construct six-way interaction test suites in reasonable time. Furthermore, these higher strength test suites find more faults overall, making them worthwhile for comprehensive testing. We also find that ordering test suites for lower strengths performs no worse than higher strengths in terms of early fault revelation.
However, our findings also challenge the previously widely-held assumption that, compared to simulated annealing, greedy algorithms are fast, yet produce larger test suites with lower fault revealing potency with respect to time. Not only did we find that, without careful selection of the constraint handling mechanism, greedy approaches can be surprisingly slow, but also more importantly, that their fault revealing power is comparable to that of simulated annealing. Genetic algorithms, on the other hand, do not scale to constrained higher-strength CIT.
Our results and test data, together with reports of coverage and fault detection and plots of Average Percentage of Covering-array Coverage for all cases are contained in this paper's companion website: http://www0.cs.ucl.ac.uk/ staff/J.Petke/cittse/html/index.html.
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